
QTM FAQ video feedback 

• I found that the first video moves a bit too fast, even for someone familiar with the input interface. 
The cursor movement is also hard to follow at times. 

• As we discussed, the word ‘interpretation’ might make potential contributors shy away. 
‘Response’ is more open and inviting. 

• The how-to videos could be made more inviting with voice-over and perhaps some subtle music. 
This would feel friendlier and would help people with visual impairment. The combination of 
showing the interface and explaining the actions verbally also helps reinforce the message.  

• I would recommend using different placeholder text for the text styling demo. Based on previous 
experience, ‘lorem ipsum’ confuses or distracts many people for some reason. 

• Question: Is there any danger of the response window timing out? I think most people have had 
this experience with online text input fields and know how frustrating it is. If this is possible, is 
there a way to make the time limit on the window as long as possible (ridiculously long)? If not, it 
would be wise to warn contributors and to suggest copying and pasting from a text file. 

• Consider displaying well-styled demo text instead of showing all the styling used randomly (see 
Evernote link below as an example). It’s amazing the hideous combinations people will come up 
with if left to their own devices – think ransom notes. 

• I would recommend that all the FAQ videos revert to the title card after completion. This way, if 
people need to review a video, they will know which one is which. 

Software interface how-to video examples 

These are short, simple, easy to follow and indicative of the style I’d recommend aiming for: 

• Evernote – without voice-over: https://youtu.be/ETiuUlNXIJQ 
• Todoist - with voice-over: https://youtu.be/8ZKq0r-g87M 

If you decide to go with a voice-over, I would be happy to help out with scripting and even recording if 
others are uncomfortable doing it. 

Longer sample videos and recommendations 

The article below is peppered with additional how-to videos. Most are longer than the FAQs would 
require, but their voice-overs offer more examples of a style I think would work well – except for the ‘Hi 
guys’ greeting. There are also some great tips which could be useful if you decide to add more video 
to the site at a later stage. 

29 Tips for Creating Awesome Software Training Videos 

Explainer video 

Finally on the subject of video, we might consider doing an explainer to augment or even replace the 
text for introducing the project and explaining its purpose. Online spaces are using explainers with 
increasing frequency and realising higher engagement as a result. It’s also an opportunity to set the 
tone and get people excited about sharing a response. Here’s an explainer covering a feature on the 
Art Gallery of New South Wales website called Art Sets. 

https://youtu.be/ETiuUlNXIJQ
https://youtu.be/8ZKq0r-g87M
https://www.videobites.co/blog/tips
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kateharrison/2018/04/06/what-you-really-need-to-know-about-explainer-videos/#73440c316f02
https://youtu.be/XOgCQu0pNHQ
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